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Which Restaurant Chains Have  

Mastered Digital Marketing? 

With 92 percent of consumers beginning their searches 

for restaurants online, national chains must have an 

expansive and engaging web presence. They must 

supplement their national branding and advertising by 

building a rich, localized digital presence, maintaining 

accurate location data, and ensuring coverage across 

search engines, social networks and directories.  

To measure national brands’ mastery of these tactics, 

Ignite’s Placeable team developed the NatLo™ Score. 

This scoring methodology is intended to be the 

authoritative measure of a company’s local digital 

marketing performance across four critical dimensions: 

Visibility, Depth, Precision, and Reach.  

Using publicly available data, Ignite’s Placeable team 

recently scored and ranked over one thousand brands 

across a broad range of industries—including 220 

restaurant chains. The NatLo Restaurant Top 40 

recognizes the regional and national restaurant brands 

that demonstrate the greatest proficiency in national-

to-local digital marketing. These chains are the best 

positioned to compete in local markets, drive 

consumer awareness, achieve online and mobile 

visibility, and capture the most web traffic and location 

visits.  
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The NatLo Score 

The NatLo Score measures a brand’s digital marketing effectiveness, as represented by the four key dimensions of 

local online marketing: Visibility, Depth, Precision and Reach. The brands received a score from zero to 100 for each 

dimension. The scores for the four dimensions were weighted and combined into a single overall score. The NatLo 

Top 150 comprises the highest scoring brands that were evaluated.  
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The restaurant brands that earned a spot in the Top 40 deserve accolades for excelling at local digital marketing. 

These brands have achieved industry-leading performance when it comes to marketing at scale on the local level.  

However, even the top-performing brands must continue to innovate and improve in order to remain successful. 

Addressing their weaker scoring dimensions and developing strategies to boost those measures is critical for brands 

that seek to fortify their digital marketing advantage.  

Restaurant brands earned some of the lowest average scores across all industries for the Visibility and Depth 

dimensions. Poor scores in these areas result in inferior placement in search engine results and the loss of online site 

visits to directories, review sites and competitors. When restaurant chains cede visitors to third party websites, they 

miss valuable opportunities to build their brand, control the messaging, and establish consumer trust. Focusing on 

improving Visibility and Depth scores can increase site traffic, boost online orders, and drive more diners.  

For brands that did not make the list, the NatLo dimensions and criteria can help you assess your brand’s digital 

marketing efforts.  

 Do you have a properly implemented online locator? Has your locator been optimized for mobile?  

 Do you have unique landing pages for every one of your hundreds to thousands of locations?  

 Have you created custom content and offers for each of your locations?  

 How accurate is your location data?  

 Are you syndicating to the right directories, aggregators, social networks, and search engines? 

 

Please contact us at success@ignitetech.com or visit www.ignitetech.com.  
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